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April 15, 1981

DIr_:tor, Standards 8 Regulations Division
Attention: GNAC Docket 81-02 (Medium and Heavy Trucks)
ANR-4g0
U. $. Environmental Prot_=tlon Agency
Washington, D. C. 20q60

Gentlemen :

In response to your request for comments pertaining to the possible ro=el=slon of
the 60 dB noise standard regulation far heavy and medium, trucks published in the
March 19, 1961 Federal Register; we offer the following, Because the 76 dB noise

, . regulation for truck-mounted, =slid'was=to compactors is contingent upon the 80 dB
regulation for:medium and heavy trucks. Dempstor Systems, Inc. has a very strong
interest in having both regulations reaclnded.

rye feel that the, Incroeeed eaverlty of the pending holes reduction regulation=,' to
60 dB for the medium and heavy, truck= end 76 dB for- the compactor=, Is un =
neceeasrlly Inflationary end Is not in the Interest of the general welfare of this .
euntry, Partlculsrly In the.light of the.current and probable near tom economic
ondltlen of the IndeatMoa Involved, the Issuance of these regulation= would be

counterproductive.: The Increa=ed cost of material=, reeaorch and development, .
and- Inventories. of obsoleted parts would by neceselt_ be. passed on to the final
purohoeer in the farm of higher prices and couee him even greater burden duo to
the excessively high cost= of money at the present time,

Additional research and development program= would he more expensive and the
cost= mor_ difficult to recover through spreading across production unite because
of the extremely low volume of unite being sold at this time. Now part= and com-
ponents clovalopad to further reduce noise omiselons wll! be more expensive than
otherwise would be expected, duo to the low volumes anticipated for the near
future. Additional Increases in the sales, price= of those vehicles 1= just whet this
depressed industry dose not need.

New and unproven components installed for the purpose of noise reduction may he
found to have relatively short life span=, thus generating additional co=to for the
replacement part= - o= well as labor required for the parts Installation. Further-
more, additional inspection wlll'be needed in order to seaure that the unit is being

;=
properly maintained and that none of the noise reduction parts have deteriorated
to the point of failing to perform a= required. Increased down time of the vehicle
as a whole will surely result from the addition of those components.



April 15, 1081
Director, Standards S Regulations Division
U. S. Environmental Protection Avency

We faeJ that, while the one-year deferral has provided temporary relief to the
compactor Industry through relaxing ecmowhat the urgency in research and
the possibly hasty purchasing commitments concerning the now components,
the regulation should be dropped entirely. We request that both the 80 dB
regulation for the medium and hsavy trucks and the 76 dB rsguletlon for the
truck-mounted solid waste compactors be rescinded permanently.

Very truly yours,

J_f_n F. Helnde[, Manager
R_earch _ Dovolol0mant

JFH/me
co: Dr. Charlss John=on, Technical Director

National Solid Wastes Management Association
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